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BLEAU  
SIDE CHAIR

Designed by Juan Quintana

Side Chair 
BL 7115  Standard Sling 
BL 8115 Comfort Cushion Sling 

Side Chair  
EWB 9120 Ecowood

Side Chair  
BL 4120 Aluminum

Width     22 in 56  cm

Depth   23  in  58  cm

Height 33  in 84  cm

Seat Height 18  in 46  cm

Weight  11/12 lb 5 /5.5 kg

Width     19 in 48  cm

Depth   22  in  59  cm

Height 32  in 81  cm

Seat Height 18  in 46  cm

Weight 16  lb 7  kg

Width     19  in 48  cm

Depth   22  in  56  cm

Height 32  in 81  cm

Seat Height 18  in 46  cm

Weight 18  lb 8  kg

CONSTRUCTION
Frame: Constructed from high quality, 
pure aluminum alloy, frames are coated 
in our Marine Primer and finished in 
an architectural-grade powder coat, 
creating a rich, dimensional color. 

Marine Primer: A proprietary spray 
epoxy basecoat seals out oxygen and 
prevents corrosion.

Standard Slings: Woven from high 
quality PVC yarns, our mesh slings 
are comfortable, resilient, and low 
maintenance. Providing superior 
performance in colorfastness, tensile 
strength, and abrasion resistance, slings 
also feature a built-in antimicrobial 
ingredient allowing them to stay cool, dry 
quickly, and resist mold.

Comfort Cushion Slings: Combining 
the added softness of a cushion with 
the low maintenance of a mesh sling, 
our Comfort Cushion sling can be easily 
removed and replaced by the customer. 

Ecowood: Produced from a high-density 
polymer using recycled materials and 
sustainable manufacturing methods, 
Ecowood provides warmth and texture 
through its wood grain aesthetic. 
Engineered for diverse weather 
conditions, Ecowood will not corrode, 
splinter, or rot, and requires no sealing or 
painting.  

Stacking: Dining and side chairs stack 
up to 6 high.

FINISHES
Visit pavilionfurniture.com/finishes  
or click the links below for all available 
finish options.

Powder Coat

Sling

Ecowood

SPECIFICATION
Specify powder coat paint color, sling 
fabric or ecowood finish.

ACCESSORIES 
Tailored Protective Covers: 
Recommended for the protection of your 
investment, our covers are constructed 
from a high-quality, waterproof fabric 
that is stain and UV resistant while also 
inhibiting the growth of mold and mildew.  
Available in taupe or grey, covers are 
sized to each product and snugly secure 
to frames with adjustable Velcro straps.

An ode to the storied Fontainebleau resort in Miami, Bleau provides 
the foundation for timeless outdoor spaces by setting the scene for 
al fresco dining, lounging, and enjoying the moment. Tidy slings or 
Ecowood slats are captured in clean-lined frames of powder-coated 
aluminum. Comprehensive and versatile, Bleau solves for any 
outdoor environment from residential to commercial. 
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